[Post-absorption/metabolism multicompound drug: a new approach to modernization of Chinese herbal medicine].
A major hurdle that humbles the modernization of traditional Chinese herbal medicine (CHM) is the inconsistency of chemical composition, which is inevitable due to the natural origins of CHM. Here I propose a concept of a new category of drugs, named "post-absorption/metabolism multicompound drug (PAMD)" that will meet every standard of modern pharmaceuticals, yet maintain the fundamental principle of traditional Chinese medicine, which is an integrative therapeutic approach through multiple mechanisms by a cocktail of various herbs. The PAMD concept is based on the fact that the most of chemical ingredients in an orally taken CHM remedy may never enter the blood stream owing to the poor gastrointestinal absorption. Only a few original ingredients or, most likely, a few metabolites of those absorbed ingredients are found in the blood or target organs. The compounds after the absorption/metabolic process are the only ones responsible for pharmacological functions of the remedy. Given the limited number of species, those compounds, once isolated and tested for their pharmacological activity, can be formulated with designed ratios to form new drugs that should theoretically possess an equivalent or better therapeutic efficacy than the original CHM remedy. Strategies of developing PAMDs and possible difficulties are also discussed.